
In a changing environment, it is of great importance to 
flexibly adjust behavior on the basis of information about 
ppersonal performance. An essential component of flexible
bbehavioral adjustment is the ability to use performance 
feedback for subsequent performance. Feedback moni-
toring has been studied in the neuropsychological litera-
ture using the well-known Wisconsin Card Sorting Task 
(WCST; Demakis, 2003; Milner, 1963). This task requires
pparticipants to sort cards by color, shape, or number of 
items according to sorting rules the participants do not
know beforehand. After a number of correct consecutive
sorts, the sorting rule changes without warning, and par-
ticipants need to infer the new rule on the basis of positive 
and negative feedback. The advantage of this task is that 
it requires monitoring of performance errors and flexible
performance adjustment, thereby resembling real-life sit-performance adjustment, thereby resembling real-life sit-

uations in which performance also needs to be adjusted on 
the basis of changing environmental demands.

Poor WCST performance has been associated with dam-
hage to lateral prefrontal cortex (lat-PFC). Patients with

lat-PFC damage have been found to perseverate in apply-
ing the previously correct sorting rule (Barceló & Knight,
2002). Behavioral studies show that 6- to 12-year-old chil-
dren also have difficulty performing the WCST because 
their performance resembles that of patients with lat-PFC
damage (Huizinga, Dolan, & van der Molen, 2006; Welsh, 
Pennington, & Groisser, 1991). The protracted develop-
ment of performance monitoring has been confirmed 

 in other paradigms in which correct performance was
dependent on feedback processing (Luciana & Nelson, 
1998). Recently, a number of electrophysiological studies 

ghave investigated how children and adolescents monitor 
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to goal-directed actions (Miller & Cohen, 2001; Zano-
lie, Van Leijenhorst, Rombouts, & Crone, 2008). In the 
WCST, feedback can be used to infer information about 
the correctness of a certain behavior rule. DLPFC has
been found to be sensitive to feedback that shows whether 
a tested hypothesis is correct or incorrect (Zanolie et al., 
2008). Prior developmental fMRI studies have demon-
strated pronounced changes in DLPFC’s activation profile
in a working memory task (Crone, Wendelken, Donohue, 
Van Leijenhorst, & Bunge, 2006). Interestingly, age-
related changes in activation of DLPFC co-occur with 
changes in activation in superior parietal cortex (Crone,
Wendelken, et al., 2006; Klingberg, Forssberg, & West-
erberg, 2002). This result is consistent with findings in-
dicating that DLPFC and superior parietal cortex show 
the slowest structural changes in gray matter maturation 
(Gogtay et al., 2004). The monkey literature suggests 
that the parietal cortex is part of a parietofrontal network 
(Rizzolatti, Luppino, & Matelli, 1998), and human imag-
ing studies have reported activation in parietal cortex in 
other high-order cognitive paradigms, including stimulus
and response selection tasks (Bunge, Hazeltine, Scanlon, 
Rosen, & Gabrieli, 2002; Liston, Matalon, Hare, David-
son, & Casey, 2006). However, the role of superior pari-
etal cortex in feedback processing is currently unknown.

In the present study, we sought to examine whether de-
velopmental changes in feedback processing in a rule-shift 
task resembling the WCST could be accounted for by imma-
turity of lat-OFC, ACC, DLPFC, or superior parietal cortex.
Developmental changes are observed in error monitoring 
until late adolescence, but different processes and associated 
neural circuitry may account for these differences. Thus, we 
examined feedback sensitivity in childhood (8–11 years), 
adolescence (14–15 years), and adulthood (18–25 years)
using a child-friendly WCST-like feedback monitoring task 
(Crone, Somsen, Zanolie, & van der Molen, 2006) previ-
ously shown to be sensitive to process dissociability in the
areas under study (Zanolie et al., 2008).

Figures 1 and 2 give schematic presentations of the task 
and conditions under study. Participants were instructed to 
help a dog find its way back home by pressing one of four 
response buttons that corresponded to four locations on 
the screen. Each response was followed by a visually pre-
sented feedback sign that could be positive ( ) or nega-
tive ( ) (see Figure 1A). Participants were taught three
possible response rules (A, B, and C in Figure 1B; see the
Method section for further details). During the task, we 
had participants switch between the three spatial compat-
ibility rules that were taught prior to scanning. However, 
the switch occurred unexpectedly and without warning,
and the correct rule had to be inferred on the basis of posi-
tive and negative feedback.

We dissociated three types of negative feedback and 
two types of positive feedback. These feedback types are 
illustrated in Figure 2. Negative feedback could indicate
that the previously applied rule was no longer correct (first
warning feedback), that the tested rule during rule search-
ing was incorrect (efficient negative feedback), or that an
error was committed during rule application (error feed-
back). The first warning negative feedback gave the firstk

their performance after committing errors. Using speeded 
flanker or go/no-go tasks, researchers have studied devel-
opmental differences in a negative scalp deflection that 
is time-locked to an incorrect response (the error-related 
negativity [ERN]; Falkenstein, Hohnsbein, Hoormann, &
Blanke, 1991). Importantly, this potential is sensitive to 
committing an error even without performance feedback.
Developmental studies have demonstrated that error mon-
itoring, as indexed by the size of the ERN, continues to
develop into adolescence (Davies, Segalowitz, & Gavin,
2004; Kim, Iwaki, Imashioya, Uno, & Fujita, 2007; Wier-
sema, van der Meere, & Roeyers, 2007). Thus, behav-
ioral studies have demonstrated developmental changes 
in feedback learning, and event-related potential (ERP)
researchers have demonstrated changes in error monitor-
ing until late adolescence. This protracted developmental
trajectory has great implications for learning, because
most of the improvements are based on the evaluation of 
internal or external feedback about one’s own behavior. It
is currently not known which brain regions underlie the
development of performance monitoring.

Neuroimaging studies involving adult participants have
implicated orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC), and lat-PFC in feedback processing and 
have provided evidence that these areas are important for 
signaling changing task demands, hypothesis testing, and 
error monitoring (Mars et al., 2005; Monchi, Petrides, 
Petre, Worsley, & Dagher, 2001; O’Doherty, Critchley, 
Deichmann, & Dolan, 2003). Lateral OFC (lat-OFC; in
particular, Brodmann’s area [BA] 47) has been found to 
be sensitive to feedback indicating losses, suggesting that
this region responds to the emotional component of nega-
tive feedback (Frank & Claus, 2006; Knutson, Fong, Ben-
nett, Adams, & Hommer, 2003; O’Doherty et al., 2003). 
Prior studies have indicated that lat-OFC is hypersensitive
to feedback indicating loss of money in 8- to 12-year-olds 
(Van Leijenhorst, Crone, & Bunge, 2006). In addition, 
research in patients has shown that OFC damage leads
to impairments in future orientation (Bechara, Damasio, 
& Damasio, 2000) or in reward/punishment processing
(Rolls, 2004). Furthermore, animal studies have indicated 
that OFC damage results in impulsive behavior when 
learning from feedback (Walton, Devlin, & Rushworth,
2004). Together, these studies suggest that OFC is critical 
for emotional evaluation of performance outcomes.

Like lat-OFC, dorsal ACC (BAs 24 and 32) has been
found to be recruited more following negative rather than
positive feedback (Holroyd et al., 2004; Mars et al., 2005),
but this effect has only been observed under certain task 
demands (Nieuwenhuis, Slagter, von Geusau, Heslenfeld,
& Holroyd, 2005; van Veen, Holroyd, Cohen, Stenger, & 
Carter, 2004). Specifically, ACC is most active following
unexpected negative feedback in situations in which feed-
back is dependent on a choice between two or more alterna-
tives. This feedback-related response has been interpreted 
as sensitivity to the first information showing that outcomes 
are worse than anticipated (Holroyd & Coles, 2002) or to
feedback indicating uncertainty (Walton et al., 2004).

Within lat-PFC, dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC) has been
linked to the informative value of feedback with respect 
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regions were differentially sensitive to first warning and 
efficient negative feedback. That is, DLPFC was more sen-
sitive to efficient negative feedback and first positive feed-
back (i.e., feedback that was used for hypothesis testing),
whereas ACC was more sensitive to first warning feedback 
(i.e., feedback that signaled a violation of expectations;
Zanolie et al., 2008). The objective of the present event-
related fMRI study was to test the neurodevelopmental tra-
jectories of lat-OFC, ACC, DLPFC, and superior parietal
cortex when participants needed to flexibly switch between 
rules in response to positive and negative feedback.

To date, no published study has investigated the develop-
mental correlates of feedback processing with fMRI. How-
ever, we previously examined the development of feedback 
processing in children ages 8–10 and 11–12 and in adults in
rule-learning paradigms using heart rate measures (Crone, 
Jennings, & van der Molen, 2004; Crone, Somsen, et al., 
2006). These studies demonstrated that the presentation of 
negative feedback is associated with slowing of the sub-
sequent heartbeat. Importantly, in adults this slowing only
occurred for feedback that was informative for subsequent 
behavioral adjustment, not for feedback that was unrelated 
to performance (e.g., random feedback; Crone et al., 2003). 
In contrast, 8- to 10-year-olds showed heart rate slowing
to all negative feedback, whether it was informative or 
uninformative for behavior, suggesting that they failed to 
discriminate the informative value of feedback when learn-
ing rules (Crone, Jennings, & van der Molen, 2004). These

indication that an applied response rule had to be switched 
(e.g., in Figure 2A, that Rule A is no longer correct). This 
feedback violated the participant’s expectation because it 
occurred after a series of correct responses. Following the
first warning feedback, the participant had a 50% chance 
of applying the correct rule (Rule B or C). In case the in-
correct rule was applied following a first warning negative
feedback (here, Rule B), the participants knew with 100%
certainty what the correct rule had to be (here, Rule C).
Therefore, the feedback that followed the application of 
the incorrect rule (here, Rule B) was referred to as an ef-
ficient negative feedback, because it was successfully used 
to test a hypothesis about the possible correct rule. When
an erroneous response was given within a series of correct
responses (Figure 2B), this resulted in negative feedback 
that was referred to as an error negative feedback. This was
an error negative feedback because the participant made 
an error while knowing the correct response rule. The lat-
ter feedback type is most likely associated with several 
control processes, including expectation violations, hy-
pothesis testing, and uncertainty. Positive feedback could 
give the first indication that the correct rule was found 
after rule searching ( first positive feedback) or that the kk
correct rule was applied (correct positive feedback).kk

In a prior study that included only adults, we demon-
strated that DLPFC and ACC were both most active fol-
lowing error negative feedback, suggesting that both re-
gions are important for error monitoring. However, the
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Figure 1. Display of task sequence (A) and rule types (B). Participants 
were told to infer one of the spatial mapping rules that were trained prior 
to scanning. The task was changed into a prosocial game by explaining 
to the participants that they should help the dog find its way back home. 
The dog could appear in one of four locations, and the participants were 
instructed to open one of the four doors (locations) by pressing the cor-rr
responding response key. Their selection was followed by a visually pre-
sented feedback sign ( or ). The rules changed unannounced following
two, three, or four consecutive correct sorts. The spatial mapping rules are
displayed in the bottom part of panel B (see the text for explanations).
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to 15-year-olds, and 105 for 18- to 24-year-olds. The differences in
IQ between groups were significant [F(1,32)FF  9.09, p .001], but
all IQ scores were in the normal range. Children and adults practiced 
the behavioral tasks in a quiet laboratory. Children were also trained 
to lie still in a mock scanner, which simulated the environment and 
sounds of an actual MRI scanner. Parents filled out behavioral ques-
tionnaires in this session. Participants were screened for psychiatric
conditions with the Child Behavior Checklist for children age 8–17
(Achenbach, 1991) or the Symptoms Checklist–Revised for the 
adults, age 18–25 years. All participants had scores within 1 SD of 
the mean of a normative standardized sample.

Experimental Task
The task used in the scanner was meant to manipulate demands 

on the processing of feedback when the participant flexibly changed 
between rules. The task was a child-friendly rule-switch task that was
used in prior behavioral research and was adapted for fMRI purposes 
(Crone, Jennings, & van der Molen, 2004). Participants were asked 
to respond to a stimulus that could appear in one of four horizontally 
presented locations on the screen by pressing appropriate buttons 
(see Figure 1). Prior to scanning, participants were trained to use one 
of three spatial stimulus–response rules. The four possible answers 
were mapped to the four buttons that were mapped to the index and 
middle fingers from the left and right hand (see Figure 1A). Following
Rule A, stimuli that appeared in one of the four locations designated 
a response with the finger compatible to the location. Thus, spatially 
compatible responses were required in response to the location of the
stimulus. Following Rule B, stimuli that appeared in any of the four 
locations designated a response with the opposite finger of the same

findings made us hypothesize that neurodevelopmental 
changes in feedback processing would be most pronounced 
in ACC and DLPFC, regions that are sensitive to signaling
the informative value of feedback.

METHOD

Participants
Twenty adults age 18–24 (mean age 20.3 years; 8 men, 12 women), 

20 adolescents age 14–15 (mean age 14.5 years; 11 boys, 9 girls), 
and 17 children age 8–11 (mean age 9.5 years; 9 boys, 8 girls) were 
included in the study. Participants were recruited through local ad-
vertisements and from Leiden University in the Netherlands. Partici-
pants’ consent was obtained according to the Declaration of Helsinki, 
and the study was approved by the Internal Review Board at Leiden 
University Medical Centre. Three additional children age 8–11 were 
excluded because of excessive head movement ( 2 mm of translation 
in any direction) or failure to perform the task. A chi-square analysis 
indicated that the proportions of men and women did not differ be-
tween age groups [ 2(2) 0.62, p  .73]. The adult data have been
published separately as evidence for the functional dissociation be-
tween different types of feedback processing (Zanolie et al., 2008).

Behavioral Assessment
Both children and adults participated in a separate behavioral test-

ing session before scanning. Cognitive functioning was assessed 
using the Similarities and Blocks Design subtests from the Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale for Adults and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children. Estimated IQs were 111 for 8- to 11-year-olds, 104 for 14- 
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Figure 2. Examples of feedback (FB) types. Three negative feedback types (first warning, efficient, and error)
and two positive feedback types (first and correct) were determined post hoc for each individual separately. In 
the top row, the currently active response rule is displayed (as selected by the computer), which could be one out
of three rules (referred to as A, B, C). These rules were pretrained, but it was not known by the participants which
rule was currently correct. The correct rule had to be inferred on the basis of positive and negative feedback. 
The second row shows examples of the applied response rule and the feedback that followed this response rule. 
Example 1 shows a correct rule use (RuleA), followed by a first warning negative feedback (A is no longer correct).k
Following the first warning feedback, the participant tries one of the two other possible response rules (Rule B
or C). This selection results in first positive feedback on 50% of the trials (here, Rulek C) and in negative feedback 
on the other 50% of the trials (here, Rule B). If the negative feedback is followed by application of the correct 
response rule on the next trial (here, Rule C), this feedback is referred to as an efficient negative feedback, because 
it was used to find the correct rule. Example 2 shows an erroneous response in a series of correct responses. This 
type of negative feedback is referred to as an error negative feedback.
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Functional data were acquired using T2*-weighted echo-planar im-
aging (EPI) during three functional runs of 232 volumes each, of 
which the first 2 volumes were discarded in order to allow for equili-
bration of T1 saturation effects (TR  2.211 sec, TE  30 msec,
ascending interleaved acquisition, 38 slices of 2.75 mm, field of 
view 220 mm, 80  80 matrix, in-plane resolution 2.75 mm). High-
resolution T1-weighted anatomical images were also collected after 
the functional runs. Head motion was restricted using a pillow and 
foam inserts that surrounded the head. Visual stimuli were projected 
onto a screen that was viewed through a mirror.

fMRI Data Analysis
Data were preprocessed using SPM2 (Wellcome Department of 

Cognitive Neurology, London). Images were corrected for differences
in timing of slice acquisition, followed by rigid-body motion correc-
tion. Functional volumes were spatially normalized to EPI templates.
The normalization algorithm used a 12-parameter affine transforma-
tion with a nonlinear transformation involving cosine basis functions,
and then resampled the volumes to 3-mm cubic voxels. Templates were
based on the MNI305 stereotaxic space (Cocosco, Kollokian, Kwan,
& Evans, 1997), an approximation of Talairach space (Talairach & 
Tournoux, 1988). Functional volumes were spatially smoothed with 
an 8-mm full-width-at-half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel. Sta-
tistical analyses were performed on individual participants’ data using
the general linear model in SPM2. The fMRI time series data were 
modeled by a series of events convolved with a canonical hemody-
namic response function (HRF). The feedback stimulus of each trial
was modeled as an event of interest. The trial functions were used 
as covariates in a general linear model, along with a basic set of co-
sine functions to high-pass filter the data, as well as a covariate for 
session effects. The least-squares parameter estimates of the height 
of the best-fitting canonical HRF for the different conditions were 
used in pairwise contrasts. The resulting contrast images (negative vs.
positive feedback), computed on a participant-by-participant basis,
were submitted to group analyses. At the group level, contrasts be-
tween conditions were computed by performing one-tailed t tests on
these images, treating participants as a random factor. Task-related 
responses were considered significant if they consisted of at least 10
contiguous voxels that exceeded either a corrected threshold of p
.05 or an uncorrected threshold of p  .001 (both reported).

Region-of-interest (ROI) analyses were performed with the 
MarsBaR toolbox in SPM2 (Brett, Anton, Valabregue, & Poline,
2002; available at marsbar.sourceforce.net). ROIs that spanned sev-
eral functional brain regions were subdivided by sequentially mask-
ing the functional ROI with each of several anatomical MarsBaR 
ROIs. We made use of the anatomical template ROIs included with 
the MarsBaR program. DLPFC, ACC, lat-OFC, and superior parietal
cortex ROIs were created from activation clusters for the contrast all
feedback conditions  fixation at p .001 (uncorrected) across all
participants. For all ROI analyses, effects were considered signifi-
cant at an of .05. For each ROI, the center of mass is reported.

RERR SULTLL S

Performance
Performance differences were examined by comparing 

the numbers of feedback observations over the course of 
300 trials. An age group (3 levels: 8–11 years, 14–15 years,
18–24 years) feedback type (5 levels: first warning feed-
back, efficient negative feedback, error negative feedback, 
first positive feedback, correct feedback) ANOVA con-
firmed that the age groups differed in number of feedback 
observations [F(8,216)FF  19.52, p  .001; see Figure 3]. 
Comparisons for each feedback type separately showed 
that 14- to 15-year-old adolescents did not differ from 
adults in number of feedback observations, except in the 
number of errors, which was marginally higher for adoles-

hand. Following Rule C, stimuli that appeared in any of the four loca-
tions designated a response with the finger that was assigned to the 
location two positions from the stimulus location (see Figure 1B). In 
a prior behavioral study, we found that the incompatible rules were 
more difficult than the compatible rule, but this difference was similar 
across age groups (Crone, Jennings, & van der Molen, 2004).

On each trial, a 2.5-sec stimulus display was presented that re-
quired a buttonpress. If a response was not made within 2.5 sec, a 
warning was presented indicating that the response was too slow
and that faster responses were required on the next trial. These trials 
were not included in the analysis and consisted of less than 2% of 
the trials. Following the stimulus display and the response, a 1.5-sec
feedback display was visually presented, with a positive or negative 
feedback sign (see Figure 1).

To familiarize participants with the stimuli and rules, each rule
was trained in separate blocks. Our training program required a
baseline success on 80% of the trials for participants to start the new 
practice trials with a minimum set of 15 trials. The order of the prac-
tice rules was counterbalanced between participants. The symbolic 
meanings of positive and negative feedback were explained, and all 
participants understood the meanings.

After practicing each rule separately, participants continued with a 
training of the task in which rules were mixed. During this phase, the 
critical response rule was unknown to the participants and had to be 
inferred using trial-to-trial feedback. Participants were told that the 
correct rule could change from time to time, and they were instructed 
to then use trial-to-trial feedback to infer the new response rule.
When participants had correctly applied the response rule for 2–4
consecutive trials, the rule changed without warning. The practice
task consisted of 100 intermixed trials. The task was then presented in
the scanner in three blocks of 100 trials each, leading to a total of 300
trials. The three blocks that had to be completed in the scanner were 
the same as the mixed practice block. Before each fMRI scan, the
experimenter reminded the participants of the task requirements.

Feedback Scoring
The five feedback types were determined post hoc for each indi-

vidual separately. Their definitions were as follows. (1) First warn-
ing negative feedback was the first negative feedback that followed a k
successfully completed sequence of rule applications. This negative
feedback was given unannounced once the rule had been correctly
applied on two, three, or four trials (randomly determined for each 
rule separately); it indicated that the previously applied response rule 
was no longer correct, and thus indicated a rule switch. (2) Efficient 
negative feedback indicated that the rule chosen when searching for k
the appropriate rule was incorrect. When, for example, the participant 
was applying Rule A and received a first warning feedback, Rule B or 
C should be applied on the next trial. Thus, the participant had a 50%
chance of applying the correct rule after the switch. When the incor-
rect rule was chosen first—for example, Rule B—the participant then 
knew which rule to apply on the next trial (Rule C). Thus, the efficient 
negative feedback was used to find the right response rule. (3) Error 
negative feedback trials consisted of those trials in which the particik -
pants failed to apply the correct response when the response rule had 
not changed. These three negative feedback types were contrasted 
with two types of positive feedback: (4) First positive feedback indik -
cated that the correct rule had been found following a rule switch, and 
(5) correct positive feedback indicated correct rule use. For examples k
of the different types of feedback, see Figure 2.

Data Acquisition
Trials were presented in three scans of 8.2 min each. During scan-

ning, 300 trials were presented and the rules were switched in pseudo-
randomized order. The order of trials within each scan was determined 
by using an optimal sequencing program designed to maximize effi-
ciency of recovery of the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD)
response (Dale, 1999). Jitter varied from 2 to 8 sec.

Scanning was performed with a standard whole-head coil on a 
3.0 Tesla Philips scanner at the Leiden University Medical Center. 
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the adolescents showed a trend toward more performance 
errors. Both adolescents and adults slowed more on error 
trials (i.e., those followed by error feedback), relative to 
correct trials, than did children.

Whole-Brain Analysis:
Feedback-Related Activation

The whole-brain analysis modeled each trial as a single 
event, starting at the feedback display. Contrast images, 
computed separately for adults, adolescents, and children 
(Figure 4; see the supplementary materials for tables of 
activation for negative positive feedback [Table 1] and 
positive negative feedback [Table 2]) revealed several 
areas of activation related to processing negative relative 
to positive feedback. In adults, the negative positive 
feedback contrast resulted in activation in DLPFC (BA 9), 
medial prefrontal cortex/ACC (BAs 32, 6, 8), and superior 
and inferior parietal cortex (BAs 7, 40) ( p .05, cor-
rected for multiple comparisons). Uncorrected for multi-
ple comparisons ( p .001), the negative positive feed-
back contrast also showed increased activation in bilateral 
lat-OFC (BA 47) extending into the insula (BA 13), as 
well as in anterior prefrontal cortex (BA 10).

The negative  positive feedback contrast for adoles-
cents resulted in overlapping areas of activation relative
to adults. Increased activation for negative feedback was 
observed in lat-OFC/insula (BAs 47, 13), anterior pre-
frontal cortex (BA 10), medial PFC/ACC (BAs 32, 6, 8), 
and superior and inferior parietal cortex (BAs 7, 40) ( p
.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). Uncorrected for 
multiple comparisons ( p  .001), activation was also sig-
nificant in DLPFC (BAs 9, 46).

In children, considerably fewer areas of activation were 
revealed at the same threshold. In fact, no activations were
apparent for the contrast negative positive feedback when 
corrected for multiple comparisons. Uncorrected for mul-
tiple comparisons ( p .001, shown in Figure 4), the nega-
tive  positive feedback contrast resulted in activation in the
same regions as found in adolescents and adults, including 

cents than for adults [F(1,38)FF  3.10, p .08]. In contrast, 
8- to 11-year-old children had fewer first warning feed-
backs, fewer efficient feedbacks, more errors, and fewer 
first positive feedbacks than did adolescents and adults (all 
ps  .01). Children did not differ from adolescents and 
adults in number of correct feedback observations.

An additional analysis focused specifically on number 
of perseverative errors. Errors were scored as perseverative
when the rule from the previous trials was repeated on the 
trial following the first warning feedback (Heaton, Chelune,
Talley, Kay, & Curtiss, 1993). An age groups (3) ANOVA 
for number of perseverative errors revealed significant
group differences [F(2,54)FF  9.86, p  .001], showing 
that children made more perseverative errors (mean 7.6) 
than did adolescents (mean  4.1) and adults (mean  2.9). 
The latter two age groups did not differ from each other.

A second set of analyses examined reaction time (RT) 
differences between the age groups. For this analysis, RTs
preceding error negative feedback were compared with 
those preceding correct feedback. We performed this
analysis to examine whether participants were uncertain
about their responses on error trials relative to correct
trials. A two-way ANOVA showed that RTs differed be-
tween conditions and age groups [age group  feedback 
type interaction: F(2,54)FF  4.90, p .01]. Separate com-
parisons for each age group revealed that adults were
slower on error negative feedback (962 msec) than on 
correct feedback (756 msec) trials ( p .001). Like the 
adults, adolescents had slower responses on error nega-
tive feedback trials (1,004 msec) than on correct feed-
back (877 msec) trials ( p .001). Children also showed 
slower responses on error (1,184 msec) than on correct 
(1,121 msec) conditions ( ps  .025), but this effect was 
smaller than for the two older groups.

To summarize, over 300 trials, children made fewer rule 
shifts (as indicated by fewer first warning and first positive 
feedback observations), fewer efficient errors, and more 
performance errors. In contrast, adolescents’ performance
was highly similar to the performance of adults, although
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Figure 3. Performance as indicated by the number of feedback types. Children 
performed more poorly than adults and adolescents, as indicated by fewer first
warning feedbacks (indicating rule shifts), fewer efficient errors, and more per-rr
formance errors.
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differences in neural activation following negative relative 
to positive feedback. For this analysis, we computed the dif-ff
ference scores for the negative  positive feedback contrast 
for each ROI. We correlated these scores with age, num-
ber of first warning errors, number of efficient errors, and 
number of erroneous responses. For right DLPFC and right
superior parietal cortex, these analyses resulted in signifi-
cant positive correlations with age (r  .34, p  .009, and 
r .32, p  .016), number of first warning errors (r  .28,
p  .034, and r .43, p .001), and number of efficient
errors (r .34, p  .01, and r  .27, p .04). Thus, older 
individuals showed greater differentiation between negative 
and positive feedback, and more activation following nega-
tive feedback was associated with more first warning errors 
(indicating more rule switches) and more efficient errors
(indicating successful feedback use). The same regions 
(right DLPFC and right superior parietal cortex) correlated 
negatively with the number of erroneous responses (r

.36, p  .006, and r .42, p .001). Thus, less activa-
tion was associated with more performance errors. All of 
these correlations were also significant for left DLPFC and 
superior parietal cortex (all ps .05). In contrast, none of 
the correlations were significant for right and left ACC or 
for right and left OFC (all ps .15).

To examine in more detail the neural patterns associated 
with the different feedback types (first warning feedback,
efficient negative feedback, error feedback, first positive
feedback, and correct feedback) across age groups, sep-
arate repeated measures ANOVAs for each region were 
performed.

DLPFC. The age groups (3)  feedback type (5) 
ANOVA for activation in DLPFC resulted in a main ef-ff
fect of feedback [F(4,216)FF 34.12, p  .005], which
was qualified by an age group  feedback interaction
[F(8,216)FF 2.58, p  .01]. Separate comparisons indi-
cated that the patterns of activation differed significantly
between adults and adolescents [F(4,152)FF 2.97, p
.05] and between children and adults [F(4,140)FF  3.71, 
p  .01], but not between adolescents and children 
[F(4,140)FF  0.72, p .58].

Analyses for each age group separately were performed 
to characterize the differential patterns of activation across
age groups. As can be seen in Figure 5, in adults, all three
negative feedback types resulted in more activation than did 
positive feedback (all ps  .05). Comparison of the three
negative feedback conditions showed that error feedback 
resulted in increased activation relative to first warning 
feedback [F(1,19)FF 30.85, p .001], and activation as-
sociated with efficient negative feedback showed an inter-
mediate pattern (the efficient negative feedback condition
did not differ significantly from either the error feedback,
p .09, or the first warning feedback, p  .12, condition).
The activation associated with first positive feedback and 
correct positive feedback did not differ ( p  .35). Similar 
analyses for the adolescent group demonstrated that ado-
lescents also showed higher activation in DLPFC follow-
ing all negative feedbacks relative to the positive feedbacks
(all ps .05; see Figure 5). However, unlike with adults,
there were no differential patterns of activation follow-
ing first warning, efficient, and error negative feedback 

DLPFC (BAs 9, 46), lat-OFC/insula (BAs 47, 13), anterior 
PFC (BA 10), and medial PFC/ACC (BAs 32, 6, 8).

Together, the whole-brain comparisons indicate that par-rr
ticipants of all age groups recruited a network of overlapping 
brain regions when processing negative relative to positive 
feedback, including DLPFC, medial PFC/ACC, lat-OFC,
and superior and inferior parietal cortex. We performed ROI
analyses in order to examine the correlations between age, 
performance, and the neural activation associated with nega-
tive  positive feedback. Next, we examined the pattern of 
activation in these regions for each feedback type.

RORR I Analyses
ROI analyses were performed for right DLPFC, ACC,

right lat-OFC, and right superior parietal cortex on the
basis of an all feedback fixation contrast across par-
ticipants. Analyses focused on regions within the right 
hemisphere because these condition effects were strongest
there. For each ROI, we extracted activation levels relative
to a fixation baseline for each condition and participant.

Brain–behavior correlations. Our first set of analyses
focused on the correlations between age, performance, and 

Negative FB > Positive FB

18–24 years

14–15 years

8–11 years

Figure 4. Feedback-locked whole-brain contrasts are displayed 
for 18- to 24-year-olds, 14- to 15-year-olds, and 8- to 11-year-olds,
showing effects of negative feedback positive feedback at p
.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons. Coordinates are re-
ported in Supplementary Table 1.
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by a significant age group  feedback  region interac-
tion [F(8,216)FF 2.00, p .05]. Post hoc ANOVAs for 
each age group separately confirmed region  feedback 
interactions for adults [F(4,76)FF  9.14, p .001] and ado-
lescents [F(4,76)FF 3.03, p .05], but not for children 
[F(4,64)FF  1.63, p .17].

To summarize, for ACC the patterns of activation also 
differed between adults, adolescents, and children. For 
adults, ACC was most active following unexpected feed-
back (first warning feedback and error feedback), but
not following anticipated negative feedback (efficient 
negative feedback). In contrast, adolescents and children 
failed to discriminate between the informative values of 
the types of negative feedback and showed increased acti-
vation following all three types.

Lat-OFC. The age group (3) feedback (5) ANOVA 
for lat-OFC resulted in a significant feedback effect 
[F(4,216)FF 44.46, p .001], but this effect was not dif-ff
ferent between the age groups [age group  feedback in-
teraction: F(8,216)FF 0.94, p .49]. Post hoc comparisons 
demonstrated that lat-OFC was more active following error 
feedback than following first warning feedback [F(1,54)FF
9.51, p .005]. Efficient feedback resulted in an interme-
diate activation pattern that did not differ significantly from
the activation for either first warning ( p  .08) or error 
( p .17) feedback. First positive and correct feedback did 
not differ from each other ( p .38), but their activation
was significantly lower than for all negative feedback types 
(all ps  .001).

The differential age pattern for lat-OFC relative to 
DLPFC was confirmed by a significant age group feed-
back  region interaction [F(8,216)FF  2.96, p  .005]. 
Post hoc ANOVAs for each age group separately revealed 
a nonsignificant region feedback interaction for adults
[F(4,76) 1.11, p  .36] but significant interactions
for adolescents [F(4,76)FF 3.92, p .005] and children
[F(4,64)FF  3.35, p .05].

Together, these results demonstrate that for all age groups
the pattern of activation in lat-OFC mirrored the activation
pattern of DLPFC in adults. Errors resulted in the most acti-
vation, followed by efficient negative feedback, followed by 
first warning feedback, and all types of negative feedback 
resulted in more activation than did positive feedback.

Superior parietal cortex. The age group (3) feed-
back (5) ANOVA for superior parietal cortex also resulted 
in a main effect of feedback [F(4,216)FF  23.58, p .001] 
and an age group  feedback interaction [F(8,216)
2.32, p .05]. Separate comparisons indicated that the
patterns of activation differed significantly between 
adults and children [F(4,140)FF 3.81, p  .01] and be-
tween adolescents and children [F(4,140)FF  2.71, p
.05], but not between adults and adolescents [F(4,152)FF
0.37, p  .83].

Separate comparisons for adults demonstrated that acti-
vation here did not differ between the three negative feed-
back types [F(2,38)FF 1.06, p .36]. However, a compari-
son for the positive feedback types showed that activation 
following first positive feedback was higher than that fol-
lowing correct feedback ( p .001). Activation following
first positive feedback did not differ from that following 

[F(2,38)FF 2.20, p .12]. In addition, first positive feed-
back resulted in more activation than did correct feedback 
[F(1,19)FF 10.64, p  .005]. Finally, comparisons for chil-
dren also revealed that all negative feedback resulted in
more activation than did positive feedback (all ps .05). 
Children differentiated between different types of negative 
feedback in such a way that both efficient negative feed-
back and error negative feedback resulted in more activa-
tion than did first warning negative feedback ( p .01 and 
p  .05, respectively), whereas efficient negative feedback 
and error negative feedback did not differ from each other 
( p  .25). First positive and correct positive feedback also 
did not differ from each other ( p  .39).

To summarize, the patterns of activation in DLPFC dif-
fered between adults, adolescents, and children. All age
groups showed increased activation following negative 
relative to positive feedback. Adults showed the highest 
activation for error feedback, followed by efficient feed-
back, followed by first warning feedback, indicating that 
DLPFC was sensitive to feedback that signaled the correct
response. In contrast, for adolescents and children, there 
was less or no differentiation between the three negative
feedback types, suggesting that these groups failed to dif-
ferentiate between feedback that signaled errors and feed-
back that was informative for finding the correct rule.

Medial PFC/ACC. The age group (3) feedback 
type (5) ANOVA for ACC also resulted in a main effect of 
feedback [F(4,216)FF 26.43, p .001] and an age group
feedback interaction [F(8,216)FF 3.14, p .005]. Separate 
comparisons indicated that, as in DLPFC, the pattern of 
activation differed significantly between adults and ado-
lescents [F(4,152)FF 3.97, p .005] and between children
and adults [F(4,140)FF  4.71, p .001], but not between 
adolescents and children [F(4,140)FF  0.62, p  .65].

The feedback (5) analysis for adults only demonstrated 
that first warning and error feedback resulted in increased 
activation relative to positive feedback (all ps .05), and 
first positive and correct positive feedback did not differ 
from each other ( p .97). The activation following error 
feedback was larger than that following first warning feed-
back ( p  .001). In contrast, efficient negative feedback 
did not differ from first positive or correct positive feed-
back (both ps  .50). The same analyses for adolescents,
in contrast, revealed that there were no significant differ-
ences in the activation patterns following the three negative 
feedback types [F(2,38)FF 2.45, p  .10], that efficient 
negative feedback resulted in higher activation than did 
first positive ( p .005) and correct feedback ( p  .001),
and that the two types of positive feedback did not dif-ff
fer from each other ( p  .58). The same comparison for 
the children revealed, as in adolescents, that there were no 
differences in the activation patterns following the three
negative feedback types [F(2,32)FF 2.38, p  .11] and that
efficient negative feedback resulted in higher activation 
than did correct feedback ( p  .05), although the differ-
ence between efficient negative feedback and first positive
feedback was not significant ( p  .19). First positive and 
correct feedback did not differ from each other ( p  .46).

The pattern of activation in medial PFC differed signif-
icantly from the pattern observed in DLPFC, as indicated 
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Figure 5. Region-of-interest activation values for dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), lateral
orbitofrontal cortex (lat-OFC), and superior parietal cortex for all three age groups. FW, first warning feedback; EFF, efficient nega-
tive feedback; ERR, error negative feedback; FP, first positive feedback; COR, correct positive feedback. *Significant age condi-
tion interaction, p  .05.
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cence. Our analyses revealed three main findings: (1) All 
regions were most sensitive to error negative feedback.
However, the regions showed differential sensitivity to the
other feedback types as well. DLPFC and superior parietal
cortex were more sensitive to feedback that signaled the
correct rule for subsequent trials (efficient negative or first 
positive feedback)—that is, these regions were important
for hypothesis testing—whereas ACC was more sensitive 
to feedback signaling a violation of expectations (first
warning feedback). (2) OFC, ACC, DLPFC, and supe-
rior parietal cortex had separate trajectories of functional
maturation, with OFC maturing earliest, followed by supe-
rior parietal cortex; the slowest maturation was found for 
ACC and DLPFC. (3) Across the course of development,
these regions contributed to feedback processing in differ-
ent ways, with a shift in importance from superior parietal 
cortex in childhood to ACC and DLPFC in adulthood.

Separable Brain Regions Contribute to Different 
Aspects of Feedback Processing in Adults

We first examined whether adults recruited brain regions
differently following different types of feedback (see also
Zanolie et al., 2008). As expected, adults received approxi-
mately 50% efficient negative feedback, showing that they
made successful use of the feedback (e.g., if Rule A was in-
correct, then Rule B [50% chance] or Rule C [50% chance]
must be correct). In addition, they slowed their responses 
on trials that were followed by error feedback, suggesting
that errors resulted from effortful rule searching or attention 
slips. The fMRI results demonstrate that OFC, DLPFC,
ACC, and superior parietal cortex contributed to feedback 
processing in different ways. All regions were most sensi-
tive to feedback indicating an erroneous response, consis-
tent with prior studies that have revealed that errors sig-
nal the demand for performance adjustment (Holroyd & 
Coles, 2002). Erroneous responses are usually the result 
of actions when the participant could have known better, 
and therefore the neural response associated with this type 
of feedback could reflect prediction errors. Therefore, the 
neural activation associated with error feedback could also
be the result of response-related activation just prior to the 
presentation of the feedback. It is likely that these errors
(1) violate the participants’ expectations and (2) result in
an increased need for behavioral adjustment. We dissoci-
ated these two processes further by examining neural re-
sponses to first warning and efficient negative feedback. 
These feedback types demonstrated a dissociation between
the involvement of DLPFC and ACC. That is, DLPFC was
more active following efficient than following first warning 
negative feedback, whereas ACC was more active follow-
ing first warning than following efficient negative feed-
back. We interpreted these results as indicating that DLPFC
signaled the need for a change in goal-directed behavior 
(i.e., efficient negative feedback constrained future action 
possibilities and signaled the correct rule for the next trial). 
In contrast, ACC is thought to be sensitive to feedback that
violates expectations and signals uncertainty (first warning 
of rule change; Zanolie et al., 2008).

Superior parietal cortex was more active following error 
and efficient negative feedback, relative to first warning 

first warning feedback ( p  .13) but was smaller than ac-
tivation following efficient ( p  .005) and error negative
( p  .005) feedback. The same analyses for adolescents
mirrored the results of adults, showing a nonsignificant 
differentiation between the three negative feedback types
[F(2,38)FF  2.70, p  .09] and increased activation fol-
lowing first positive feedback relative to correct positive
feedback ( p  .001). First positive feedback resulted in
lower activation than did either first warning ( p .01) or 
efficient negative ( p  .001) feedback, but it did not differ 
from error feedback ( p .20). The pattern of activation for 
children was different from those observed for adults and 
adolescents. Unlike in the older age groups, with children, 
activation in superior parietal cortex differentiated between
the three negative feedback types [F(2,32)FF  10.29, p
.001]. Efficient negative feedback resulted in increased ac-
tivation relative to both first warning feedback ( p .001)
and error feedback ( p  .001), and the latter two did not 
differ from each other ( p  .28). First positive feedback 
resulted in a trend toward higher activation than following
correct feedback ( p  .07) and a trend toward lower activa-
tion than following efficient negative feedback ( p  .07),
but it did not differ from first warning negative feedback 
( p .24) or error feedback ( p  .49).

A comparison of activation in superior parietal cortex 
relative to that in the frontal regions revealed that the age
feedback  region interaction for superior parietal cortex
relative to DLPFC was not significant [F(8,216)FF  1.63,
p .11], although there were strong age group feed-
back [F(8,216)FF  2.68, p .001] and region  feedback 
[F(4,216)FF 10.02, p  .001] interactions. In contrast, the
age  feedback region interaction was significant for 
superior parietal cortex relative to both ACC [F(8,216)FF
1.95, p  .05] and lat-OFC [F(8,216)FF 2.16, p  .05],
confirming that, over the course of development, these
regions contributed differently to feedback processing.

To summarize, activation in superior parietal cortex 
only differed between children and adolescents and be-
tween children and adults, not between adolescents and 
adults. The patterns of activation demonstrated that adults
and adolescents did not use superior parietal cortex to
differentiate between the informative values of the types
of negative feedback, although both groups did show in-
creased activation following positive feedback, indicating
that the correct rule had been found (first positive feed-
back). In contrast, children showed increased activation in 
this region following efficient negative feedback relative
to the other negative feedback types, suggesting that they
used this region to test hypotheses about rule use.

DISCUSSION

This developmental fMRI study was aimed at exam-
ining developmental differences in the neural correlates
of feedback processing when switching between rules for 
correct behavior. On the basis of prior studies in adults, we 
focused on three regions within prefrontal cortex—OFC,
ACC, and DLPFC—and also examined the role of supe-
rior parietal cortex. Differential developmental trajectories
were found for these regions during childhood and adoles-
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that have suggested that lat-OFC is sensitive to the valence 
of feedback (Frank & Claus, 2006; O’Doherty et al., 2003), 
and this sensitivity may be similar for all age groups. Indeed, 
prior studies that have examined the role of lat-OFC have
suggested that activation in this region is greater for chilr -
dren than for adults, either because children may experience 
negative outcomes as more aversive or because negative
feedback is unexpected (Galvan et al., 2006; Van Leijen-
horst et al., 2006). These effects may be more pronounced 
in gambling paradigms or in paradigms in which partici-
pants make decisions under uncertainty, when the function 
of the valence of feedback is more complex. In the present 
paradigm, valence effects may have been similar across age 
groups, since positive or negative feedback simply served as 
a signal that behavior was to be continued or changed.

Superior parietal cortex activation in 8- to 11-year-olds 
differed from that in adults, but in adolescents it showed 
an adult pattern. In contrast, DLPFC and ACC showed an 
activation pattern that was still not mature in adolescents.
This result is consistent with an earlier study in which 
we found that superior parietal cortex matured earlier 
than ventrolateral prefrontal cortex in a task-switching 
paradigm (Crone, Donohue, Honomichl, Wendelken, & 
Bunge, 2006). Structural brain imaging studies of devel-
opment have indicated late gray matter loss and white 
matter increases during late childhood and adolescence,
developments associated respectively with the pruning of 
excessive neurons and increased structural connectivity 
between regions (Gogtay et al., 2004). Longitudinal mea-
surements have indicated that cortical gray matter struc-
ture is mature earlier for OFC than for superior parietal
cortex, DLPFC, and ACC (Sowell et al., 2004), lending 
support to our findings of functional maturation in these
regions. The differential developmental trajectories for 
superior parietal cortex relative to DLPFC and ACC may
result in children using different strategies to perform the
task. This possibility is described in more detail below.

Functional Differences in Activation
Patterns Across Development

Consistent with prior studies (Huizinga et al., 2006; Welsh
et al., 1991), our behavioral comparisons demonstrated pro-
nounced differences in the task performance of children 
relative to adolescents and adults. Children encountered 
fewer rule shifts, made fewer efficient errors, and made
more errors in general when performing the task. Given
that participants performed a fixed number of trials, on the
basis of the present behavioral data it cannot be determined 
whether children were less successful in rule shifting fol-
lowing first warning errors or whether they failed to main-
tain the currently relevant rule online (for a discussion of 
these two interpretations, see Crone, Ridderinkhof, Worm, 
Somsen, & van der Molen, 2004). The behavioral changes 
between groups were accompanied by changes in activation 
patterns in ACC, DLPFC, and superior parietal cortex. In 
contrast to adults, children did not use ACC and DLPFC
to differentiate between the informative values of negative 
feedback. Instead, these regions showed a general sensitiv-
ity to all negative feedback. Children were successful in
using superior parietal cortex to differentiate between the 

feedback. In addition, this region was also sensitive to first
positive feedback. This pattern of activation shows that 
superior parietal cortex is also sensitive to the informa-
tive value of the feedback, resembling the activation pat-
tern found in DLPFC. Both efficient negative feedback 
and first positive feedback are used to find the correct rule 
for future trials, and therefore these feedbacks are thought 
to be important for hypothesis testing. Moreover, superior 
parietal cortex showed a strong correlation with success-
ful rule shifting (as indexed by the number of first warn-
ing feedbacks), strengthening our hypothesis that superior 
parietal cortex is also important for informative feedback 
processing. To our knowledge, this is the first study re-
porting on the role of superior parietal cortex in feedback 
processing. Our results are consistent with prior studies 
that have demonstrated that parietal cortex is important 
for working memory (Klingberg et al., 2002; Ravizza, 
Delgado, Chein, Becker, & Fiez, 2004) and higher order 
cognition (Gray, Chabris, & Braver, 2003).

One alternative explanation should be taken into ac-
count. As can be seen in Figure 3, the different feedback 
types occurred with different frequencies. Therefore, some 
of our effects may have been influenced by (in)frequency
effects. For ACC, this explanation is unlikely, because 
(at least in adults) this region was more active following
first warning negative feedback than following efficient
negative feedback, even though first warning negative 
feedbacks occurred with a higher frequency. However, 
for DLPFC and superior parietal cortex, regions that were
most active following feedback types that occurred with
lower frequencies (errors, efficient negative feedback,
or first positive feedback), it is possible that part of their 
responsiveness was the result of a greater response to 
infrequently occurring stimuli. This explanation is not 
necessarily inconsistent with the idea that these regions
are sensitive to stimuli signaling hypothesis testing; infre-
quent stimuli may be more salient, and therefore provide 
important cues for testing whether the current behavioral 
response is correct. In the present paradigm, we could 
not dissociate frequency effects from the importance of 
signals for hypothesis testing, but this issue could be the
focus of future research. In this study, it was most impor-
tant that the ACC, DLPFC, and parietal cortex contributed 
to feedback processing in different ways.

Lat-OFC was also more active following negative rather 
than positive feedback, consistent with prior studies showing 
that this region is sensitive to loss (O’Doherty et al., 2003).
Activation in lat-OFC did not differ from that in DLPFC.
Possibly, lat-OFC in the present design was more sensitive 
to learning, given that there was no money at stake.

Separate Developmental Trajectories for OFC,
ACC, DLPFC, and Parietal Cortex

The findings of this study show clear developmental 
differences in the trajectories of functional maturation in 
lat-OFC, superior parietal cortex, DLPFC, and ACC. For 
lat-OFC, there were no differences in activation pattern be-
tween age groups, and whole-brain comparisons indicated 
consistent activation for the negative positive contrast in
all age groups. This finding is consistent with prior studies
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15-year-old adolescents, adults used ACC and DLPFC 
differently in response to negative performance feedback 
that signaled information related to expectation violation 
or goal-directed actions. These findings may contribute
to the developmental differences in performance in 8- to
11-year-olds. The brain differences were also evident in 
14- to 15-year-old adolescents, despite their performance 
being similar to that of adults. Furthermore, 8- to 11-year-
olds, but not adolescents, showed a differential pattern 
of activation in superior parietal cortex relative to adults, 
suggesting that children may have used superior parietal 
cortex as a compensatory region. Developmental changes
in feedback processing may result from increased special-
ization in brain regions that contribute to separate aspects
of performance monitoring and from increased reliance
on prefrontal cortex relative to parietal cortex regions.
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